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Summary

Many experimental facilities (LHCb, AT-
LAS, CERN, BELLE, BABER etc.) contin-
uous provided us information regarding spec-
troscopy of Charm and Bottom meson [1]. At
large or short distance potential model pro-
vided quantitative and qualitative analysis of
C and B mesons. The success of various
of theoretical (phenomenological) model like
relativistic quark model[2], Non- relativistic
quark model [3, 4, 6, 7] are help us for more
calculation of Quarkonia (QQ̄) and heavy-
light (Qq̄) mesons spectroscopy. Quarkonia
are solved by nonperturbative approches like
NRQCD in ground states aspects for QCD de-
mand extension [4, 5]. For short distance run-
ning coupling constant (αs) is important pa-
rameter in heavy quark (mQ) while for long

distant non relativistic function (O (
1

m
)) or

its derivative. Among all potential we have
chosen screening potential Vs(r) = A

µ (1 −
e−µr) for better improvisation. Using screen-
ing potential we calculated : Mass spectra of
mesons, Decay constants, Leptonic branching
fractions, Electromagnetic transitions, Rgge-
trajectories, Mixing Oscillations and Decay
widths in present thesis
.

The phenomenological potential well working
in light-heavy (qQ̄) and heavy-heavy (QQ̄)
flavour mesons. Hence, for the study of
the bound states of mesons, we apply semi-
relativistic Hamiltonian [3, 7].

H =
√
p2 + m2

Q +
√

p2 + m2
q̄ + V (r̃); (1)
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here, p is the relative momentum of the quark
anti-quark, mq and mQ̄ are light (up/down)
and heavy (charm/beauty) quark masses. The
kinetic energy part of the Hamiltonian has
been expanded up to O(~p10) to accompany the
relativistic effects.
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(2)

For spin-independent port, we have chosen be-
low potential for calculations[12–14]

V (~r) = −4

3

αs
r

+
A

µ
(1− e−µr) + V0 (3)

Incorporating a first order QCD correction
factor in the Van-Royan-Weisskopf Formulla
[8]. We compute decay constants using this
relation,

f2
p/v =

12|Ψp/v(0)|2

Mp/v
C̄2(αs) (4)

Where C̄2(αs) is the QCD correction factor
given by [8].

C̄2(αs) = 1− αs
π

[
2− mQ −mq̄

mQ +mq̄
ln
mQ

mq̄

]
(5)

The leptonic branching fraction for mesons are
obtained using the formula

BR = Γ× τ (6)
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here, τ is life time and Γ is the leptonic, semi-
leptonic, weak, radiactive-leptonic and rare-
leptonic decay width,[9]

Γ(p→ lνl) =
G2
F

8π
f2
p

∣∣Vcq/bq∣∣2m2
l

(
1− m2

l

m2
p

)2

mp

(7)
The study of the radiative transition, in ad-
dition to the study of the mass spectrum is
essential to understand the theory of strong
interaction in the nonperturbative regime of
QCD. Such transitions have a distance from
the begging state (n2S+1LJ) to the last state,

(n
′2S+1L

′

J′ )[10, 11]. Regge-trajectories are
the combination of two Quantities: One to-
tal angular momentum quantum number (J)
and two square of mass (M2). RT is an im-
portant parameter to identify the quantum
number for the phenomenological model. RT
plays a major role in determining the theoret-
ical state and confirming the quantum num-
ber for the specific state is given. We use our
predicted masses to investigate RT in (J,M2)
and (nr,M

2) planes. M is mass of meson
state, nr is a radial quantum number and
J is total angular momentum quantum num-
ber. The VRW formula and the NRQCD
technique can be used to compute the an-
nihilation decay width. Using the spectro-
scopic parameters from the present study we
discuss the mass oscillations of neutral open
charm/beauty mesons and integrated oscilla-
tion rate.

Results and Discussion
The Gaussian wave function is used to deter-
mine the properties of light-heavy (qQ̄) and
heavy-heavy (QQ̄) flavoured mesons. The
screened potential shrinks the masses of higher
excited states. For D mesons, DJ(3000)0,
D∗
J(3000)0, D∗

2(3000), D∗
2(2460)0, D∗

2(2460)+,
D(2750)0 as a 33S1, 33P2, 13P2, 31S0, 11D2

respectively. For Ds mesons, Ds2(2573)±,
D∗
s1(2860)±, DsJ(3044)±, D∗

s1(2700)± as
a 13P2, 13D1, 13P2, 23S1 respectively.
For B mesons, B∗

J(5732)+, BJ(5970)+ and
BJ(5970)0 as a 13P0, 23S1 respectively. For
Bs mesons BsJ(6064) is fitted for 11D2. For

cc̄ mesons χc1(3511), χc2(3556), χc2(3930) as
a 13P1, 13P2, 23P2 respectively. For bb̄ mesons
χb1(1P ), hb(1P ), χb2(1P ), ηb(9999), Υ(1D)
as a 13P1, 11P1, 13P2, 21S0, 13D2. In bot-
tom meson magnitude dipole (M1) transition
B(13S1) → B(13S0) is exactly matched with
experimental result[1]. Many states of E1 and
M1 transitions in cc̄ and bb̄ mesons are closely
matched with experimental states of S and P
waves. Above all (qQ̄) and (QQ̄) flavoured
mesons states, the Regge-trajectories are con-
structed in (nr,M

2) and (J,M2) planes. The
various decay properties experimentally un-
known for Heavy (c, b) flavoured mesons are
calculated which are provided valuable infor-
mation for future research.
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